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Ashley Albert Performing Arts believe that the creative arts enrich the lives of children, their families and the

community. We are driven to create a nurturing and inspiring environment with professional and caring staff who

encourage and promote excellence in all our students. 

It is important to us at Ashley Albert Performing Arts that all members of our team share our vision, our purpose and

the philosophy that encompasses everything we do both in and outside of our classes. 

Ashley Albert Performing Arts is place where we welcome all students to learn to dance, sing, play music and

perform. This is a studio where creativity, individuality and self-expression is encouraged and has a community of

teachers, students and families who are passionate about performing arts. Our goal is to create a positive and

happy experience for all of our students. We strive to nurture and develop talent, celebrate the achievements of all

students and inspire a love and appreciation of all styles of dance and the performing arts. We are committed to

providing a safe and positive environment in which all students can feel empowered, comfortable and free to

express themselves.

We are committed to an inclusive, caring and professional environment.

We are passionate about dance, music and the performing arts in all forms.

We care about everyone involved in our Ashely Albert Performing Arts family.

We love being a safe, friendly and nurturing environment for all.

We embrace learning, laughter, harmony and happiness.

We listen to everyone and encourage our students to believe in their own self- expression.

We promise to let our students grow and strive for personal excellence.

We value our professional, committed and experienced staff.

It’s our absolute pleasure to welcome you into our family at Ashley Albert Performing Arts (AAPA). Our team is very

excited to see many familiar faces return to the studio and to see some new faces join our community. 

We have created this one-stop handbook to hopefully shed some light on how things will run throughout the year as

well as answer a lot of queries you may have before the year begins. While we would love you to take the time to

read this information carefully and keep your handbook in a safe place to refer to as you need, don’t forget that

our friendly staff are always here to help and will happily answer any queries you may have. 

Nothing is too big or too small, we promise! 

INTRODUCTION

ARTISTIC ACHIEVEMENT PROFESSIONAL APPRECIATE

STUDIO MANIFESTO



REGISTRATION
Before popping on those jazz shoes, it’s important that all students and/or parents – whether returning or new - fill

out and sign your registration paperwork so we can ensure we have the most up-to-date contact details for you.

You must re-register at the beginning of each calendar year. Once you have registered your enrolment will

automatically roll over each term unless you advise the office of any changes.

Your registration includes your contact information, your Child's enrolment information, media release form (so we

can show off photos and videos of our amazing dancers in and around the studios), and public liability / Insurance

contract.

In previous years we have offered a "trial week" and an "early bird special" at the commencement of term 1, we ask

all of our families join and follow our social media for the most up to date information, if you are not engaged in

social media we have a tab on our website that links to our facebook page which we find helpful.

If you miss "trial week" or for whatever reason we decide to not engage with trial week, we still encourage all of

our students and families to try a variety of dance styles and we are more than happy to accommodate trial classes

for existing students who are wanting to try something a bit different.

Please contact our Ashley Albert Performing Arts staff if you would like to try a new class and we will happily

schedule a quick meeting and fit you in for a trial (provided the class has not reached capacity).

When you purchase or hire a product or service with Ashley Albert Performing Arts, the information we may collect

from you includes your name, address, telephone numbers, email addresses, medical information and perhaps

credit card or bank details. It may also include details of the products and services we provide to you as well as the

status of your enrolment. We only collect information directly from our students or their parent/guardians primarily

for the purpose of providing services and products to you and to administer and manage invoicing and debt

collection.

We may occasionally use your information to promote and market to you information which we consider may be of

interest to you unless you contact us and tell us not to do so.

We will never sell or pass on any of your information to third parties unless required by government authorities or in

the event of debt recovery. Any information passed on will be done so with appropriate privacy and confidentiality

protection.

Information is stored securely in paper or electronic form and is accessible only by authorised personnel.

If you would like to know what information we hold about you or wish to update the information, or if you wish to be

removed from all further direct marketing communications, please contact our friendly administration staff on 0438

826 315 or info@ashleyalbertperformingarts.com

PRIVACY

Refunds

Refunds will not be issued for missed classes due to cancellation or public holiday – where possible, we will

endeavour to arrange make-up lessons for classes cancelled by Ashley Albert Performing Arts or will offer an

alternative class.

Withdrawals

If you wish to withdraw from classes at Ashley Albert Performing Arts your term fee is non-refundable.

Please ensure you read the terms and conditions of any enrolment, registration or participation forms you may sign

throughout the year as we clearly note the refund/cancellation terms on these forms. 

ADDITIONAL FEE INFORMATION



CODE OF CONDUCT
To ensure the smooth, safe running of Ashley Albert Performing Arts and an enjoyable experience by all, below you

will find our code of conduct. As always, we are open to feedback so if any of the requirements outlined below are

unclear or concerning, please give us a call to discuss further. Following a formal meeting, we do reserve the right

to dismiss or take disciplinary action on any students or parents who breach our studios code of conduct.

Families who do not comply with their fee or other payment obligations may be charged a late fee, and/or

excluded from performances. External debt collection may occur when fees remain overdue and this will be at the

expense of the client. Costume hire expenses are the responsibility of the parent, and costumes will not be issued to

students with unpaid class fees.

No classes (including private lessons) or teachers are to be disturbed unless it is an emergency. Parents are not to

approach teachers or students during class and if messages or food/drink/medication needs to be passed on to a

student, it must be done through an Ashley Albert Performing Arts staff member. All parents must wait in the waiting

areas or outside of the studios until classes have been dismissed.

We are unable to take responsibility for our students before or after their scheduled classes and it is the

responsibility of the parent to ensure their child is picked up and dropped off on time. In the case of an emergency

or unavoidable delay, please contact the studio immediately to inform us of the situation so we can keep your child

calm and safe until they can be collected.

Any questions or complaints must go through studio Principal Ashley Albert – parents and students are not permitted

to contact Ashley Albert Performing Arts teachers via phone, in person, or via email / social networking with studio

issues unless it has been broached with the principal first. Personal meetings with the studio principal can happily

be arranged via reception. 

In the rare case of a parent or student showing disrespect or defamation to any parent, staff member or student, a

meeting will be called immediately, and dismissal may be considered at the discretion of the principal. Physical,

mental, emotional or cyber bullying by parents, staff or students will not be tolerated and may result in dismissal

from the studio.

Ashley Albert Performing Arts takes no responsibility for any stolen or misplaced property on the studio premises and

we encourage our families to avoid bringing valuable items into the studio where possible.

Only private lesson students are permitted to enter solo competitions and it must be with the permission of their

teacher and choreographer.

Ashely Albert Performing Arts management reserves the right to change teachers or timetabling when necessary at

any time throughout the year.

Choreography, costuming and studio policies remain the intellectual property of Ashely Albert Performing Artsand

may not be reproduced or sold by any students, parents or staff without permission of the principal.



IMPORTANT DATES
We understand wholeheartedly how busy the lives and schedules of our dance families can get as the year rolls on,

so we have tried to get some of our important event dates organised and ready for you so you can plan other

commitments.  

For our Pre-school Students please note: our dance terms typically run alongside the school terms. 

Each year you will receive a schedule of important dates as part of your enrolment pack.

If you have not received a copy of these dates please see the office.

Outside of these dates we will communicate any updates or additional events via email, notes or posted on our

closed AAPA Students & Parents Facebook group as the time gets closer.

** These dates are subject to change and we will try our best to ensure adequate notice is given to any additional

activities or date changes **

A seperate schedule will be posted for our competition students.

Something we pride ourselves on here at AAPA is our ability to communication with a large number of students and

parents through a number of channels. 

It is our promise to do our best to respond to all enquiries within 24-hours and we will never leave a query

unanswered. Our friendly administration staff can be contacted on 0438 826 315 or via email as per the Studio

office hours.

For convenience, our primary means of communication is via email. 

You will receive regular newsletters and important information via email so please ensure you have provided the

studio with an up-to-date email address that is regularly checked. We are of course happy to include multiple

email addresses per family if you would like your correspondence sent to numerous recipients. Don’t forget to add

our email address info@ashleyalbertperformingarts.com to your contacts so we don’t end up in the dreaded Spam

folder!

In the infrequent case of urgent information (for example, unexpected class cancellations or performance

changes), we will send an SMS and/or telephone to all families.  So, for this reason, please make sure the mobile

phone number you have provided to the studio is correct and up-to-date.

Facebook is also great way for us to keep in touch with a large number of people at once, so we encourage all

families to join our closed AAPA Students & Parents Facebook group. This group can be found

at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1210450035712589/ and will be monitored to ensure all content is

appropriate and relevant. 

We always display important information, dates and studio details on our noticeboard in reception so please have

a quick look when dropping off and picking up in case there is anything you may have missed. We are always happy

to chat in more detail about communications you may receive from the studio, so if you need any clarification

please give us a call on 0438 826 315 to chat with one of our helpful team members.

COMMUNICATION



AGE GROUPS
Below is a list of each age group, which is then split genres and includes a detailled description about each of the

classes. 

Ages are as at the 1st of January, they are not the age your child is turning during the year. 

If the Teacher believes your child is ready to step into the older age group they will discuss with you prior to moving

them. If your child is on the cusp of their age group and has a number of friends in the older or younger group we

encourage you to speak with the office prior to enrolment.

Due to a number of factors we may combined an age group, typically Pre-Junior with Junior and Intermediate with

Senior. If you are looking at the timetable and are interested in a combined class however you are unable to find

the class in your child's age group below please refer to the corresponding age group. Ie. Pre-Junior/Junior Musical

Theatre is detailed under the Junior age group only. Intermediate/Senior Hip Hop is detailed under the

Intermediate age group, not for any other reason than repeating the same information.

If there is any confusion, please see the office for clarification.
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training in classical ballet. They will learn basic musicality, balance and turnout, as well as how to run beautifully on

their toes and show a perfect diamond in a demi-plie. This basic technique is a stepping-stone in the years to

come! With the potential to either complete examinations in the future, or to just enjoy having fun with their friends.

Ballet is the basis of all dancing, and is strongly recommended for all children pre-kinder age wishing to try

Acrobatics in the years to come.      

Tiny Jazz is for our bouncing beans interested in jumping around to the latest age appropriate pop music whilst

learning basic technique and terminology leading up to being a jazz dancer. In this class they will learn kicks, leaps,

jumps and how to thoroughly have fun whilst dancing to trending children’s music. We try to encourage the students

to dance in time with the music, but this doesn’t always coincide with dancing in time with each other! Luckily they

look adorable anyway.

Tiny Tap are our happy-feet-crazy noisemakers! These kids absolutely love being LOUD! We thoroughly encourage

our tiny toe tappers to enjoy every moment of our dance class, whilst still being silent when the teacher is talking.

This can sometimes be quite a challenge! The children will learn the basics of tapping, ensuring they are improving

as the terms go on, from shuffling the feet to toe-heels in perfect time with the music as well as balancing in shoes

they aren’t used to whilst on one foot and building correct leg muscles slowly. Didn’t you ever dream of being a Tap

Dog? Let’s get our feet HAPPY!      

Tiny Hip-Hop is perfect for a child that absolutely loves to hip & hop all around your house! As a basic to all things

hip-hop, the kids will learn how to pop, lock, wiggle and rock their little bodies all the way to centre stage. Dancing

to the latest age appropriate funky music, whilst bouncing, jumping and isolating, the kids will learn all necessary

terminology as well as how to have just the right amount of attitude and when is the correct time to use it! This

class is perfect for high-energy kids that love the idea of being “just like the ones in the movies”.   

   

Tiny Tumble Do you have a little mover or groover who loves to jump, hop, tumble, roll, handstand and is constantly

on the go?Our Tiny Tumble acrobatic program includes learning the acro positions, locomotive skills (jumping,

hoping, etc), balance skills, classroom behaviour skills, movement concepts, cooperation and social skills. It is a

great kids activity to compliment our dance classes as it will encourage and teach flexibility, balance, strength and

much more. Our Tiny Tumble class teaches the Acrobatic Arts AcroDance program for Pre Schoolers.



Pre-Junior Ballet is a step up from our Tiny Ballet class. In this class the kids are able to understand more why it’s

crucial we have the correct technique when dancing. In this class is when we start teaching out of the RAD Ballet

syllabus, giving the kids who are ready the option to sit for their ballet examinations if they wish, although this is

NOT compulsory. The kids learn different movements, basic classical ballet terminology, as well as things such as

how to correctly pointe their toes, correct ballet posture and why we land in a demi-plie (bend) after we jump.

Pre-Junior Jazz is super fun! The kids extend on knowledge learnt in our Tiny Boppers class, as well as improving or

learning techniques they may or may not have already learnt. From kicks, to turns and leaps, this class has a little bit

of everything! Even a little bit of improvisation to encourage their own creativity. The kids dance to age appropriate

pop music from all different eras and they make lifelong friends along the way. It’s so much fun!

Pre-Junior Hip Hop is funky and groovy! This class is perfect for those kids either moving up from Tiny Groovers or

the kids that love the Step Up movies! In this class the kids will learn, and understand, the fundamentals of Hip Hop.

From bounces, to body isolations and popping, the kids will thoroughly enjoy a class that doesn’t need perfectly

pointed feet. Dancing to only age appropriate music, this class is all about having attitude in the right way!

Pre-Junior Tap is a class where the kids will be learning Level 1 of the Glenn Wood Tap Syllabus, as well as some

important ankle and calf strengthening exercises needed to develop good tapping skills! Throughout this class the

kids will learn musicality and a sound understanding of all terminology. Most of this level of tap is about developing

basic techniques for the levels to come, but it is essential for students with a passion for noise making.

Pre-Junior Acrobatics consists of all compulsory techniques necessary to advance in any level of our acrobatics. It

is essential ALL STUDENTS learn our Primary level before commencing any further levels. Our Acrobatics is learnt

out of the Acrobatic Arts Syllabus and examinations are available for those students ready and eager to move from

level to level. Students will develop a sound understanding of why it is important to learn correct techniques, as

well as how to do basic skills required in levels to come, such as cartwheels and handstands. This class also helps

with building strength and improving flexibility.
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techniques. The students understand the basic fundamentals of classical ballet, but are now looking to develop

their skills further. Junior Ballet is for the students that have an interest in ballet but don’t wish to sit their

examination. This can sometimes relieve the pressure of being graded; enabling the child to feel a lot more relaxed

in their dance classes.

Junior Jazz brings kids out of their shell! Kids will continue with the basic kicks, leaps and turns as well as develop

new skills they haven’t necessarily learnt yet. Dancing and grooving to all the top age appropriate music, this class

is full of fun. As well as encouraging the student’s own creativity, we also encourage the students to work well with

all their other classmates.

Junior Hip Hop is all about learning to listen to the music and move your body as the beat and the heart of the

music is telling you. Kids know how to count to 4, but they may not know that in-between the 1, 2, 3 & 4 are endless

opportunities thanks to endless half beats. We teach them to trust the feel of the music, whilst still teaching them

new and up-to-date appropriate moves that they can use on any dance floor. Hip Hop is all about being funky!

Junior Tap is perfect for those children who love to move their feet. Sometimes, making music can come simply

from your feet, with nothing else at all. In our class, kids will learn to understand rhythm in a way that they expand

the knowledge they already have by understanding how one move can connect to another. Improvisation is

encouraged, as well as examinations. Level 2 tap is a great experience for all children, whether just in class or

being graded. If your children love the heart of the music, the beat, tap is perfect for them.



Junior Acrobatics is perfect for children that love all things tricky, as well as the kids who love the idea of being

strong or flexible. The kids that look at the gymnastics on the television and think “wow”, this is the class for

them.  Our acrobatics class teaches safe and technically correct skills that give children the ability to expand on

their knowledge in future years. Whether they know how to cartwheel, or want to learn how to cartwheel, or simply

just want to do a forward roll but you’re unsure if it’s safe or not, this is the class for them. All children will learn all

their terminology and also the correct techniques used to execute all skills and tricks safely, ensuring there is no risk

for pain in any higher grades to come. There is also the option for the kids to do their examinations, if they would

like certificates of their achievements after the teacher decides they are ready for their exam. Acrobatics is

perfect for children of this age, because they see tricks on TV and want to try, but this class ensures every single

trick they want to do is taught in the right progression and safely.

Junior Musical Theatre is perfect for any child that loves all things dramatic! We all know a drama queen, or a

singing superstar, or a cute little lover of dance, and this class is perfect for those kids. They will learn how to

simultaneously do all of the above, whilst still having fun. Children sometimes don’t understand how much musical

theatre is around them, but most often children love the idea of making memories with their friends. This class

brings everyone out of their shell, and encourages nothing but support for everyone from the entire class and the

challenge of excelling in something you love.

Junior Contemporary is all about moving your body in unique ways and making different movements and

pathways with each part of your body. Whether they’re “painting the floor” or learning how to use different levels to

express ideas, this class is perfect for any child that loves being creative, think outside the box and show emotion in

their movements. The kids will be taught how to express feelings with more than just your facial expression, as well

as how to use connections to portray different stories. Sometimes the easiest story to tell is the hardest to dance,

but that’s what progress is all about!
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beats in their movements. Technique is expanded and more in depth in their kicks, turns and leaps and creativity is

still encouraged throughout the classroom, especially improvisation to promote teamwork in a positive way. Our

class is fun, up-to-date and a great way to make lifelong friends outside of school.

Intermediate Acrobatics is a great way to build strength! In this class we teach the children what exercises to do

to improve all aspects of Acrobatics with correct technique. We also extend on skills and tricks in this level, and

expect the students understand all terminology that is taught to them. Examinations are available for Acrobatics

and although they aren’t compulsory they are the best way to ensure children are completely ready to move on to

the next grade safely. Level 2 Acrobatics extends on bridges and handstands, as well as preparing students for

technique needed in the levels above.

Intermediate Contemporary is all about emotion and moving your body to express every single thing that you feel

within you! There is never a wrong kind of movement. No one is ever out of place, never alone and always

supported. Contemporary is a refreshing way to not care what anyone else thinks of you, and to show what you

love and who you are! Working on floor techniques, to ensure kids fall safely during skills and also expanding on

knowledge learnt in Junior Contemporary such as working with levels, emotions and storylines.

Intermediate Musical Theatre really challenges the children to step out of their shell! By now they understand

what musical theatre is, singing and dancing as well as acting. The triple threat, preparing them for bigger and

greater things in the future. Some kids dream of being in musicals from a young age, and this class educates our

young teenagers on just how amazing Musical Theatre can be. Working on breathing and singing whilst still dancing

and moving, whilst never losing character. The challenge is never losing focus! It is incredible what children can

achieve when challenged.



Intermediate Hip Hop is all about getting down and funky with interesting and up-to-date dance moves just like

you see in the Hip Hop movies, for example: Step Up, Honey and Stomp the Yard. Finding different beats and

moving your body in different ways at different speeds and dynamics is what makes Hip Hop so interesting to most

teenagers. They’re the dance moves they can use at any school disco and in any dance battle and everyone is

amazed at how well they groove. Hip Hop is a load of fun and is an easy way to ease your way into dancing if you

are even just a little bit uncoordinated. Everyone has to start somewhere and Hip Hop is perfect!

Intermediate Tap class is all about learning to make the most incredible sounds with only your feet and ankles.

Tap can be challenging for some, as you’re limited to only the movement of the bottom half of your legs to make

the noise but it is also extremely interesting to hear what you can achieve. Level 3 tap is quite hard, but it is also an

amazing achievement for new tappers. Going from basic techniques to the harder techniques all in one class is

amazing and it is a great class for teenagers who have an amazing sense of rhythm, musicality and timing, or the

perfect class for the kids that want to improve on the above.

Intermediate Strength & Stretch is a great class Acrobatics students in Level 2 and Level 3. This is vital to ensure

the students understand what stretches to do and also how to do them safely. In order to advance in acrobatics it

is crucial that students understand why we stretch, what muscles we are stretching and also the importance of also

doing what stretches they are taught at home. Flexibility is important, but safety is by far the MOST important part

of acrobatics. The students will not only learn correct terminology, but they will have a good understanding of what

muscles they’re stretching, how long they should hold stretches for and what their bodies limits are. Stretching is a

vital part of dance, especially the importance of doing everything on both legs.

Senior Jazz is upbeat and all about precision! Our Senior Jazz class covers a variety of jazz styles, including but

not limited to cabaret, commercial and old school jazz, and it loads of fun for any dancer looking to expand their

knowledge and check out new horizons. This class improves flexibility, coordination and strength, as well as

expanding on knowledge learnt in our younger levels, such as kicks, turns and jumps.

Senior Contemporary in our senior class is similar to both our Junior and Intermediate classes, but now that the

students are older they have the extended knowledge in contemporary terminology and technique. This class

focuses on challenging students to think outside of their box and also express not only emotion but also different

objects or scenarios and bit of their dancing. Improvisation and working as a team is a big part of our

contemporary class and we encourage it to any student that simply loves to move.

Pre-Pointe/Pointe prepares girls who are ready to get their pointe shoes. It is vital that girls strengthen their ankles

and feet before wearing pointe shoes and this is the perfect class to teach them what exercises they can do in

order to prepare their bodies. Pointe is very hard work, but in this class the girls use bands and other objects to

exercise all muscles in the legs and feet to prepare for what the future holds. Please note, no girls will be allowed

on pointe shoes until they have successfully passed a pre-pointe exam and are completely ready. Pointe may look

pretty and seem like fun, but more importantly than anything else is that we have to ensure it is safe. Please keep

this in mind when your daughter is preparing for pointe shoes, as not all people develop at the same rate. To take

part in this class you must do Intermediate Foundation and at least one strength & stretch class per week.
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where they are on the guitar. Music can be thoroughly enjoyable, especially in a group with your friends. This class

will teach kids a variety of songs from all eras. Please note kids will need their own guitars. Other Precusion and

musical instruments are taught.

Singing is a class that teaches kids the basic fundamentals of singing correctly. It gives a sound understanding of

how to breathe and open their mouths correctly. This class will teach a variety of eras and also a variety of genres.

It will also give the students opportunities to work on both their self-confidence and encourage them to work well

in both big and small groups. This is the perfect for class for any kid taking our Musical Theatre class. It branches

out information linked between the two classes but also teaches students how to open their mouths when they sing

and breathe correctly. In this class students will work not only solo, but also in small and large groups to find what

singing styles they love and how they can improve on little techniques to bring out the best in their voices.

Bollywood is the dance-form used in the Indian films. It is a mixture of numerous styles. These styles include belly-

dancing, kathak, Indian folk, Western popular, and "modern", jazz, and even Western erotic dancing. This class is

great fun because there are no defined rules like classical dance styles. It is also great excerise and one of our

more popular all age classes. 

Boys Only Hip-Hop A place for the boys! This class encourages boys to develop flexibility, coordination and swag

all in one. Teachers motivate male dancers to express them selves which making new friends who share a passion

for dancer. Boys only hip hop compliments all athletes, with a mix of cardio endurance and flexibility this class is

tailored to boys of all skill levels. Stretch and strengthening are also apart of this class with innovative body

percussion.
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-        Burlesque

-        Ballet/ Jazz Combo

-        Tap

Throughout each of these classes our adults are encouraged to just release their inner love for dance, and enjoy

every single moment. You know what they say; it’s never too late to teach an old dog new tricks. In our case, new

dance moves! Whether you’re purely interested in fun exercise, or miss the glory days, we will support you through

every step you take in our classes! We know sometimes as parents we forget we are allowed to have fun, so this

class is definitely for you! Come and get groovy during one of our classes and feel amazed by just how marvellous

you can dance! Then go home and show your kids just how well you can move, we know they love that.
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The RAD offers an internationally-recognised portfolio of examinations and assessments designed to encourage,

motivate and reward students of all ages and abilities, outlining a progressive structure for learning and

achievement.

Our RAD Registered teacher will identify when a candidate is ready to take an exam. There are age requirements

for RAD exams, class awards, solo performance awards and presentation classes.

Pre-Primary in Dance is a great first step for any Student in their RAD Ballet journey. The Minimum age for this

certificate is 5yrs. 

Primary Ballet is for students interested in completing their RAD classical ballet examinations, receiving a grade

and certificate. This is perfect for students who dream of being a professional dancer, and ensuring students are

progressing at a realistic speed. The minimum age for this class is 6yrs. Even if your child is not interested in

participating in the examinations this is a great class to learn the syllabus & perfect their techniques.

Grades 1-5 depending on where are current students are at with their Ballet Journies will depend on which grade is

specifically mentioned on our timetable. The minimum age for graded classes is 7. 

Perfect for those Junior & intermediate aged students wishing to study classical ballet, or that have an interest in

learning the basis of all dancing. Ballet is the foundation for many styles of dance, even if it doesn’t seem as

though it would be. Ballet is fundamentally based on good posture, turnout, correct muscle usage and balance.

Character work is also used through out this grade in the syllabus, introducing you to a little bit of other culture.

Ballet is ideal for those dances aiming at being professional dancers, whether specialising in ballet or other.

Grade 6 - 8 Minimum age requirement 11

Intermediate Foundation is perfect for those students wishing to excel in classical ballet and have a thorough

knowledge of all terminology and technique. If your child wishes to succeed as a professional dancer, ballet is

crucial as it is the basis of all dancing (the foundation of all technique). Intermediate Foundation branches out from

everything the students have learnt in their previous years and brings out the best in all our classical ballet students.

It tests their knowledge and performance skills in a way that only a ballerina could understand, as you have to move

to the music with grace and poise and precision without looking like a robot. Ballet helps with balance, posture and

coordination skills. It requires hard work and determination, as well as a passion for dance. 

If your child is interested in joining the Troupe team you will need to see the office for a registration form as well as

additional information around costing, travel expectations and the like.

Registrations are only open during the first few weeks of term 1 each year. 

Your age group is determined by your age at the 1st of January, no exceptions.

8yrs & 10yrs Troupes are our little pocket rocket competition teams. This is perfect for all students that wish to

perform onstage at various eisteddfods throughout the year with other members of their classes and our studio.

Our troupes at Ashley Albert Performing Arts are one big happy family. We aren’t all about winning, that’s just an

added bonus, but we are definitely all about having fun! We compete at not only numerous eisteddfods throughout

the year, but our competition team also gets opportunities to perform in the community at numerous local events

around the Clarence Valley such as Jacaranda, the Races & the like. 

12yrs & 14yrs Troupes are perfect for those teenagers interested in competition and performance throughout the

entire year. It is amazing to be part of such a dedicated team of kids working on numerous dance routines to

perform. This is perfect for hard-workers that enjoy being part of a team. Our troupes are just like a family and

everyone is equal with the same goals. If your children love performing, this class is perfect for them. We compete

at not only numerous eisteddfods throughout the year, but our performance team also gets opportunities to

perform in the community at numerous local events around the Clarence Valley such as Jacaranda and even the

Races. We can never have too many enthusiastic students in this class and encourage everyone who loves working

in a group to give it a go!

Open Troupe is for our advanced students who typically dance in a younger troupe and/or are 16+yrs and no

longer meet the age requirements of the younger team.
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EXAMS
As a studio who values the growth and commitment of our dancers from all ages, it’s our pleasure to offer exams to

students in Ballet, Tap and Acrobatics as a part of our RAD Ballet, Glennwood Tap and Acrobatics Arts programs. 

All exams are held at different times of the year, you will note on our enrolment form we ask for your interest in

having your child participate in exams, this does not guarantee your child will be ready and/or selected to

participate but allows our teachers to review their progress regularly to ensure they are given every opportunity to

partake in the exams when the time comes.

While exams are not compulsory, if your child is considering continuing to dance vocationally as they grow older,

we strongly recommend completing exams annually. 

On a side note, our vast experience shows that formal exams present a unique opportunity for the children to

display and take pride in how hard they work and are able to progress in their classes. Our exam students always

find their exam experience to be uplifting, beneficial and rewarding. 

As part of the exam preparation, exam dancers will also need to attend an intensive holiday workshop in the

holidays prior to the exams.

The cost of exams varies between styles and changes depending on what level examination your child is sitting. 

More information in regards to exams can be supplied on request.

SAFETY
With the safety of our students a number one priority, Ashley Albert Performing Arts is very serious about upholding

Child Protection laws and policies within the studio as well as at public performances and in the online arena

(website and social media).

As part of your registration, you will have read and signed a media waiver allowing us to proudly use images and

video footage of your student for advertising and promotional purposes. Should you have any concerns whatsoever

with signing this declaration, please see our AAPA staff who will happily assist you.

All of our teachers and staff members have undergone official checks allowing them to work with children. 

The directors and staff at Ashley Albert Performing Arts are educated in the negative impact of inappropriate

music and costume selection when it comes to performing dance routines and are wholeheartedly committed to

ensuring children in all of our dance routines are not subjected to any inappropriate songs or costuming. We

recognise that songs with sexist, explicit, violent, racist, homophobic or criminal content may influence our dancers

and/or audience and will strive to avoid using such music.  We are committed to restricting costumes that project

sexuality, contain explicit graphic or textual content. 

Ashley Albert Performing Arts takes no responsibility for any stolen or misplaced property on the studio premises

and we encourage our families to avoid bringing valuable items into the studio where possible.

You will find within our enrolment paperwork a liability statement. Please read this carefully and sign it prior to the

commencement of classes so you fully understand the rights and responsibilities of your family and our studio.



Your child’s attendance in class is very important to their peers and our teaching staff. As a member of the team, it

is a commitment for you to ensure your child attends their classes on time each week and attends all lessons

planned for them. Not only do absences impact the concert routines we create, it also impacts the social and

confidence-building principals we work hard to foster in each age group. 

If you know ahead of time that your child will be absent due to holidays/vacations, commitments or school trips,

please let us know ahead of time so the class impact is minimal. If your child is too unwell to attend class, we ask

that you inform our admin team as soon as you can so they can let the teachers know and preparations can be

made to catch up on any missed work. 

Unfortunately we are unable to accommodate make-up sessions for students who miss classes, but will make every

endeavour to schedule a catch-up class in the unlikely event that Ashley Albert Performing Arts needs to cancel a

lesson.

ATTENDANCE

SOCIAL MEDIA
Ashley Albert Performing Arts’ Social Media Policy refers to all social networking sites, video/photo sharing sites,

blogs, micro-blogs, wikis, podcasts, forums, instant messaging and geo-spatial tagging (for example, Facebook

check-ins). Please see below for our regulations regarding Social Media and feel free to contact our office staff if

you have any questions.  

- Please remember that your anonymity on Social Media is never guaranteed and to exercise particular caution

when posts, images or videos identify children in your care.

- Remain mindful that your behaviour on Social Media remains in keeping with Ashley Albert Performing Arts’ code

of conduct as outlined in this handbook.

- Any comments or posts perceived to be obscene, defamatory, threatening, harassing, discriminatory or hateful

towards Ashley Albert Performing Arts staff, students or families may subject the owner to disciplinary or legal

action.

- Should you wish to engage on Social Media while identifying as a studio volunteer or employee, you may only do

so with integrity, respect, and adhere to privacy and confidentiality policy. 

- Any content revealing or referring to sensitive studio information is not allowed to be shared online. 

- Intellectual property laws (for example, costume design and choreography) must be observed by all studio

patrons when posting online.

- While affiliated with our studio, (for example, images of your child in Ashley Albert Performing Arts uniform) we will

not tolerate any posts that are racially, sexually, physically or religiously offensive. 

- All matters pertaining directly to the studio - whether it be fees, scheduling, placements or performance

opportunities - may not be communicated via Social Media. We have an open door policy and encourage all

communication, complaints and feedback to be communicated to the principal directly.

- We discourage parents / students and teachers from becoming ‘friends’ or ‘followers’ on Social Media, unless

there is an existing relationship. We consider all studio members to be family and as such feel the obligation to

respect and monitor personal boundaries. 

- Families found to be engaging in ‘hidden’ or ‘private’ groups formed for the specific purpose of discussing studio

matters will be encouraged to join our closed Facebook group for public discussion and warned against discussing

Studio matters in their private online groups.

- Photos or Videos taken from performances or rehearsals may NOT be posted online without consent from the

Ashley Albert Performing Arts Principle. 

- You may not post photographs / videos that feature Ashley Albert Performing Arts dancers other than your own

online without the proven consent of their parent/guardian. 

- Identifying information of any featured minors - including names, ages or location - must be removed when

posting on Social Media.



OUR TEACHERS/FACULTY
Finally, it’s our pleasure to introduce our hand-picked faculty! 

Our enthusiastic, passionate and dedicated teachers are thrilled to be a part of your family’s dance journey this

year. We are truly looking forward to growing together to mould this generation of skilled, confident, genuine and

unique performers.
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